
The Digital Fleet web application allows the filtering of Trucks by Plant to allow for customization 
of the Truck view per user. When the Plant filters are selected, the Trucks will be associated to 
the plants based on the stored Return Plant received from dispatch along with the Current Plant 
triggered by plant geofences.  
 
With this feature, a user can select one or more Plants to view the Trucks associated with the 
selected Plants. If a plant is not selected, the associated trucks will not show up for the user 
allowing for each user to configure a view with only the trucks they are interested in. There is 
also an All Plants button that will allow for easy viewing of all trucks regardless of Plant 
assignment. For trucks that do not have a Plant associated with them, they will always appear 
on the map regardless of filters to make sure they are not unnecessarily removed from view. 
  
The Digital Fleet Messaging window is also filtered for the relevant Trucks based on the 
selected Plant filters. Therefore, a user will only see messages to and from the Trucks assigned 
to the Plants they have filtered. 
  
In most cases the Current Plant and Return Plant will be the same but for the instances when 
the Current and Return Plants are different, the truck will be seen for both plants until the Return 
Plant’s geofence is triggered. 
  
In the example below, Dispatcher 1 is watching Plant 100 trucks and Dispatcher 2 is watching 
Plant 200 trucks. Since Dispatcher 1 has the Plant filter selected for Plant 100, they will see 
Truck 100 while in Plant 100’s geofence, on the way to the Job, at the Job site, and on the way 
to Plant 200. Once Truck 100 crosses Plant 200’s geofence, Truck 100 will be removed from 
Dispatcher 1’s screen. For Dispatcher 2, Truck 100 will become visible when a ticket is assigned 
with Plant 200 as the Return Plant. 
  

 
  
 



  
To select specific Plants from the Digital Fleet Map 

1. Select the “Filters” button on the Digital Fleet Map page. 
2. Scroll towards the bottom of the pop up window. 
3. Under Plants, select the desired Plant(s) and deselect “All Plants”. 

a. By default “All Plants” is selected. 
 

 
 
 
 
 


